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Abstract
Although the field of Surveillance Studies privileges detailed accounts of how and when surveillance occurs, it is also important
to remain open to instances of aborted or failed surveillance and manifold impediments to surveillance. It is vital for researchers
to document and theorize absence in order to better understand and perhaps mitigate the presence of egregious forms of
surveillance. To this end, in this paper we discuss some of the many forms of obduracy that confront surveillance–capable
information systems in hospitals. We draw upon primary data from three years of field research on the implementation and use of
tracking and identification systems in U.S. hospitals to show that many of the control functions of hospital information systems
are attenuated by individual resistance but also by a host of technical, material, financial, and cultural constraints.

The field of Surveillance Studies often lures scholars into deterministic readings of new technologies.
After all, “the surveillance society” is a powerful concept that reorients the perceptions of scholars to see
all information and communication technologies (ICTs) as having the potential, even the valence, for
cultivating surveillant practices and structuring surveillant relationships (Lyon 2001; Monahan 2010;
Murakami Wood et al. 2006). This is a theoretical position that is grounded in fact, in observations of
mission creep that can and does occur with the deployment of technological systems. Yet potentialities
and probabilities are not the same thing as inevitabilities. And the field may be guilty of being too alarmist
or “paranoid” because its scholars, including us, are often committed to discovering surveillance in every
domain on which they set their sights (Holm 2009; Lyon 1994). It is also important, however, to remain
open to instances of non–surveillance, aborted or failed surveillance, or manifold impediments to
surveillance. In a word, it is vital for researchers to document and theorize absence in order to better
understand and perhaps mitigate the presence of egregious forms of surveillance.
In this paper, we discuss some of the many forms of obduracy that confront surveillance–capable
information systems in hospitals. We draw upon primary data from three years of field research on the
implementation and use of tracking and identification systems in U.S. hospitals to show that many of the
control functions of hospital information systems are attenuated by individual resistance but also by a host
of organizational and infrastructural constraints. While it is the case that surveillance functions are enabled
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by hospital information systems, impediments to surveillance are significant and may often be explained
more precisely as the result of institutional and infrastructural inertia than of organized or concerted
opposition. After providing some background for our study, this paper sketches out some forms of hospital
surveillance that we were able to document and then describes and analyzes four areas of obduracy facing
such systems: technical, material, financial, and cultural.
Background and Methods
The data presented here are part of a study that investigated social and ethical concerns associated with
hospital tracking and identification systems, which are also known as “real–time location systems”
(RTLS). Such systems can be used to track hospital inventory, staff, or patients, ostensibly with the aim of
managing assets, people, and practices in more efficient and effective ways (Monahan and Fisher 2008;
Fisher 2006). For instance, hospital administrators can deploy RTLS to assist with locating medical
equipment, such as intravenous pumps or specialized beds, whether for purposes of providing immediate
patient care, conducting routine scheduled maintenance, preventing theft or loss, reducing redundant
inventory, or calculating fees due for rented equipment. Staff can be tracked to better understand and
streamline “workflow,” automatically assign individual personnel to individual patients for care provision,
ascertain who is closest to a person in need, or discipline those who take too frequent breaks or perform
their jobs sub–optimally. Patients can be tagged and monitored to verify their identities before medical
procedures, locate them if they get “lost” in a hospital, send alerts to staff if they fall, or allow for
“dynamic associations” whereby patients can be billed automatically when they come in contact with any
devices, drugs, or personnel. Obviously, most hospitals have procedures in place to perform almost all of
these functions without the assistance of RTLS. Nonetheless, a combination of technological imperatives,
audit cultures, entrepreneurial vendors, and government incentives is currently driving the adoption of
these and other health information technology (HIT) systems in hospitals (Blumenthal and Glaser 2007;
Fisher and Monahan 2011; Lohr 2009; Thuemmler et al. 2009; Winthereik, van der Ploeg, and Berg
2007).
A disparate array of technologies comprises the field of RTLS. Basically these systems use electronic
“tags” that send out signals to “detectors” that are installed in hospital buildings. The tags can
communicate via radio–frequency identification (RFID), which is most common, or through ultrasound,
infrared, or other signals, across a variety of network protocols. The tags can be affixed to items,
embedded in identification cards, or placed on identification armbands, for example. Additionally, most
tags being used in hospital contexts are “active” ones that contain a small battery that needs to be replaced
periodically. RTLS also typically require infrastructural alterations, such as stringing network cable,
installing detectors, adding electrical conduit, and finding room for additional data servers and computer
terminals. Finally, software programs are needed to translate the signals received by the detectors into data
and provide mechanisms and interfaces for organizing and acting upon those data, preferably in a way that
is interoperable with other data–management or patient–care systems.
We conceive of technological systems as being far more than just artifacts, wires, and software.
Technologies acquire meaning through social practice in specific organizational contexts; they draw upon
and feed the political economy, further situating hospitals within larger macrostructural relations; they are
both socially constructed and social shaping, such that they assert agential force upon the roles and
responsibilities of healthcare workers and consumers.1 Therefore, for the purposes of this project we were
especially interested in attending to how people talk about RTLS, what meanings they ascribe to them,
and how they do or don’t incorporate them into their lives. Moreover, given the clear surveillance
1 This orientation to technological systems obviously draws upon insights from the field of science and technology studies. See,
for example, Berg (1997), Bijker and Law (1992), Bowker and Star (1999), Mesman (2008), Oudshoorn (2007), and Winner
(1986).
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overtones of real–time monitoring, particularly of individuals, we were interested in assessing the modes
of surveillance engendered by RTLS. Our primary research questions were (1) What effects do real–time
location systems have upon organizational roles and relations? and (2) What are the surveillance potentials
of real–time location systems? The focus of these questions included documentable practices and policies
as well as hospital staff member’s perceptions of the changes brought about by RTLS.
The research methods for our project were observation and semi–structured interviews with personnel at
hospitals that have implemented or piloted systems to identify or track equipment, staff, and/or patients.
The project included 23 U.S. hospitals that were selected based on their use of a qualifying system (as
identified through personal contacts, press releases, or media coverage) and their receptivity to
participating in the research. One or both authors visited each hospital, were given demonstrations of the
systems, and observed the systems in use. In addition, we conducted 80 semi–structured interviews with
hospital staff, including physicians, nurses, administrators, information technologists, and biomedical
engineers, as well as vendors involved with these systems. Interviewees were recruited from hospital
employees who make decisions about or are targeted users of the systems. The identities of hospital sites
and personnel were given confidentiality in the study, and all participants provided informed consent. We
then analyzed all transcribed interviews and observational notes to identify core themes, such as key
concerns associated with these systems. One dominant theme was obstacles to the successful deployment
of these systems, and especially to the use of the systems for any overt surveillance purposes.
Surveillance Capabilities and Potentials
Although the primary focus of this paper is on factors contributing to the absence of surveillance, it is
important to acknowledge the surveillance capabilities and potentials of RTLS and similar systems. Our
research did uncover several troubling instances of surveillance and discipline of hospital staff as well as
indications of where surveillance applications could flourish, or creep, in the future.
The ability to locate people in space and real time is enticing for individuals operating in the complex and
oftentimes chaotic worlds of hospitals. As one resident physician communicated about the system at his
hospital:
Sometimes it’s useful for finding where my nurse is. I’ve noticed there’s this system
where oh, I can look up where my nurses are. Oh, I can look up where the cart is. So now
I’m learning a little bit more about it, like no one really explains all that, but one time I
found my attending [physician] sleeping in the pod. It was late at night and he was getting
sick or something, and I was like, “Where’s my attending?” I looked on there and he was
in the pod that was shut down taking a nap because he was so exhausted. So I was like,
“Oh, he’s over in B–10!” So sometimes it’s useful for that.
While locating people can be useful, it is not always benign. RTLS apparently invite discipline if people
are not where one thinks they should be or where they say that they are. At industry conferences and in
conversations with hospital administrators, we heard of a few instances (at different hospitals) where
individuals were fired because their accounts of where they were differed from the evidence generated by
the locational systems. For example, one hospital piloting RTLS did not provide much information about
the capabilities of the technology to the orderlies who were asked to wear the sensors. At one point, an
administrator monitoring the location of the orderlies on a computer interface saw that two orderlies were
standing on the loading dock. The administrator contacted one of the orderlies on his walkie–talkie to
inquire about his location, and the orderly gave a false account of his activities. Next, the administrator
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contacted the second orderly who provided a different bogus report of his whereabouts. The administrator
then walked down to the loading dock to “catch” the two orderlies and fired them both on the spot.2
Hospital administrators have interest in monitoring employees for a range of reasons, so the type of
personnel who are monitored varies by hospital. Employees with less status and institutional power tend to
be the ones subjected to locational tracking. Physicians are monitored directly too, but less often than
other staff and with less serious sanctions for undesirable performance. For instance, some hospitals use
RTLS to track how long physicians spend with patients, while other hospitals integrate RTLS with
different reporting mechanisms to try to pressure physicians into practicing in more cost–effective ways,
especially in departments of emergency medicine. One administrator explained:
We monitor all the activity of all our docs. We give them reports every month on their
acuity, their time to disposition, the number of tests per doctor per diagnosis, their
efficiency in terms of what we pay through the department, and that’s all recorded. And
your abilities, your bonuses, all that information is used as a 360 [–degree] view of you as
an emergency physician in the department. But if you’re admitting twenty–two percent or
twenty–three percent, twenty–four percent, then you’re being very conservative [with
your patients] and you should be more tight with your admissions because you’re actually
losing [the hospital] money... The chairman would say, “You know, the last couple
months you’ve been admitting a lot more percentiles. Just try to bring it down a little bit.”
These reporting mechanisms can work through a type of public shaming: monthly reports identify
physicians’ performance scores alongside their names. Physicians tend to be rewarded rather than
punished for their performance using a series of incentive–based processes (often financial) rather than
disciplinary ones.
For nurses and other hospital staff, at least at present, RTLS–facilitated surveillance manifests indirectly
more often than through direct scrutiny. For instance, administrators can use RTLS data to chastise nurses
who are perceived as not furthering hospitals’ goals of improving patient throughput. Nurses
understandably try to control their own workloads, reduce stress, and increase quality of care by pacing
the number of patients for whom they are responsible. Specifically, hospitals tend to rely upon nurses to
signal when a patient leaves the hospital so that the patient’s room – or bed – can be cleaned, thereby
freeing up that space for a new patient. A new patient moving into that room means an increase in labor
for the nurse(s) assigned to that patient, so nurses might delay reporting the discharge until they are caught
up with their work or they are changing shifts. If a patient is assigned an RTLS tag upon admission,
however, bed management can be automated: when a patient’s RTLS tag leaves the hospital, presumably
with the patient, the system assumes that the patient has been discharged and his or her room is now
signaled as ready to be cleaned. In response to these automated mechanisms for increasing throughput,
sometimes nurses will find ways to circumvent the systems. One hospital IT worker explained:
Nurses don’t particularly care to discharge a patient and admit another patient anywhere
near their shift time, end of shift, so they found some “workarounds”: cutting the actual
location tag off and throwing it in the trash can cause that location to continue to be there.
You know that patient is still showing [on the system as being] in their room when in fact
they’ve left the hospital.
In order to detect this type of nurses’ resistance to RTLS, administrators can compare patient discharge
times as indicated by the bed–management system and the electronic medical record system. One hospital
2 A technology vendor recounted this story during a Q&A session following a presentation by the hospital administrator at the
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we visited was actively monitoring nurses in this way, and an administrator told us, “If there’s a big
discrepancy there, then we contact the manager and they go ruffle some feathers.”3
Employees in hospitals may experience heightened surveillance by means of RTLS, especially
surveillance of their performance and behavior, which is in keeping with findings of workplace
surveillance in other domains (Ball 2005; Regan 1998; Staples 2000).4 All in all, though, our research
discovered few examples of surveillance, relative to data about other concerns or problems with locational
systems in hospitals. The potential for mission creep is certainly there, especially when clear policies are
not delineated in advance and stakeholders are not involved in – or even informed of – decisions (Fisher
and Monahan 2008). Still, what was far more striking were the many impediments to these systems and
their surveillance capabilities.
Technical Constraints
Perhaps the biggest obstacle to surveillance with hospital RTLS is that the systems, by and large, do not
work. That is to say, at least at present, they do not work with a sufficient degree of accuracy, consistency,
or speed to locate people or objects reliably in the complex organizational spaces of most hospitals.
Whereas RFID systems have achieved celebrated success for their efficacy in tracking items on assembly
lines or through other linear and tightly controlled distribution channels, such as the systems for delivering
pallets of inventory to Wal–Mart stores, hospitals are far too nonlinear, unpredictable, and chaotic for
locational systems to achieve similar levels of success in these environments.
With radio–frequency systems in particular, the signals bleed through walls and floors, such that
locational readings are usually inaccurate and sometimes grossly so. At just about every hospital site we
visited, people had complaints about the lack of room–level accuracy with these systems, but a few
hospitals had difficulty achieving building–level accuracy, as one hospital IT administrator related:
Due to the concrete, we had substantial problems especially in that one building, but we
noticed even in newer parts of the facility where we didn’t have the concrete walls, that
locations would jump, not only between floors or between rooms, but sometimes between
buildings. We knew there was a piece of equipment tagged sitting in, for instance room
330, yet it would show up across a substantial breezeway between buildings in surgery,
really unexplainable.
Often the systems could identify the location of inventory and people in a way that should be “close
enough” for a person to see, should she or he go to that location, except that the ad hoc design of many
hospitals interferes. One biomedical engineer explained:
Nothing’s pinpoint [with RTLS], but it gets you within an eyeshot. The only thing is that
building design can be a problem, and that’s because some of the buildings, the way that
they’re designed, where [the receiver] may have to plug in will be on an interior wall of a
long exterior wall. The unit may be on the other side of that wall, and still being read as
3 Another way that nurses attract the ire of administrators is by maintaining on hand any equipment that they need frequently.
Administrators find this inefficient and disparagingly refer to the practice as “hoarding.” By placing location tags on mobile
equipment that needs to be shared on hospital floors or between departments, administrators seek to rationalize equipment use,
minimize duplicate items, and reduce time spent searching for needed inventory. Elsewhere we have noted how this
rationalization process is usually a top-down exercise that attempts to replace an existing social system of equipment sharing
with a technical system of administrative control (Fisher and Monahan 2008).
4 In addition to the categories of “performance” and “behavior,” Priscilla Regan (1998) has identified a third category of
workplace surveillance, which is “personal characteristics,” such as genetic predispositions. Surveillance within this third
category was not evident in our research.
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where the receiver is. And so, you may go into a room and go, “Well, it’s not in here,”
and then go outside and look on the hallway, and look on the hallway on the other side,
but you forget that you’ve got a 30–foot wall to walk around either side to see if it’s on
the other side within 7–feet of that.
Ultrasound systems, which utilize sound instead of radio waves, do not have the same kinds of problems
of signals bleeding through walls. But hospitals’ spaces do not rely solely on walls to separate patients or
zones. Emergency departments, for instance, may use curtains that do not stop sound waves, and this can
generate inaccuracies too.
The lack of accuracy understandably frustrates users of the systems to the point where they develop a
cynical distrust of the information conveyed and often refuse to use the systems. Many staff members who
thought that RTLS was good enough to assist them with finding equipment complained that determining
an item’s location was insufficient: they also needed to know whether the item was being used and – if not
– whether it was clean. In some cases, staff could make assumptions that if portable equipment was in a
room with a patient then these items were in use – and some locational software even automates those
“associations” – yet ultimately someone must go and look to be certain. The systems are just not “smart”
enough to reduce that labor. As a technological fix to this problem, some companies include “in use”
buttons on the equipment tags. Vendors report, however, that hospital personnel are not compliant with
this process and will rarely push the buttons to indicate the status of a machine.
Another problem associated with RTLS tags is that they carry infection risks when patients are tracked
using them, particularly if they are reused on different patients. One hospital IT person told us:
One of the other things we experienced early on, we wanted to tag our emergency
department patients and we wanted to be able to do that, but due to the turnover in the
emergency department, using a single–use tag was [financially] prohibitive, so we wanted
to use a multi–use tag, 2–year battery life. The problem we ran into was you can’t
submerse them, you can’t clean them, you can’t sterilize them. So we actually, we ran a
few tags through on single patients and sent them to the lab to be analyzed after wiping
them down, and found that there were some issues. There were some, you know, some
body fluids that get in the cracks.
One somewhat questionable response to this problem of not being able to reuse patient tags is to have a
disposable shell but keep the electronic insides intact. It is not entirely clear that the problem of tenacious
“body fluids” is eliminated with this solution. Some companies have offered a different technical solution
of designing RTLS tags that can withstand the heat of a sterilizing autoclave procedure. Such tags are
necessarily more expensive. Users of these autoclavable tags complain that the transmitters in the tags
power down during the sterilizing procedure and while cooling, meaning that they are temporarily
invisible and thus lost to the system. It is also uncertain how many times a piece of battery–powered
electronic equipment, like an RTLS tag, can withstand being autoclaved.
Another significant technical constraint is the need to monitor and replace batteries in “active” tags. While
battery monitoring and replacement may seem trivial, when one is talking about potentially tens of
thousands of tags with batteries, the labor and cost can be prohibitive. This is especially the case when
systems do not reliably alert staff to tags with low batteries, which was a common complaint. With most
configurations we saw, battery life for tags was about two to four years,5 depending on how often the tags
“ping” the detectors to communicate their unique MAC address and location. If the tag is programmed to
5 Vendors whom we interviewed claim their tags have a much longer battery life, but hospital sites with those vendors’
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ping less often, say every 10 minutes, then the battery life will increase, but “real–time” accuracy will not
be achieved – battery life and locational accuracy are a zero–sum game.6
Finally, there is a general lack of interoperability among hospital information systems, and this can deter
adoption of systems like RTLS that may be viewed as non–essential.7 The lack of interoperability, and
even the lack of standardization, can be thought of as being intentional. A hospital technology consultant
explained the reasons behind this:
[With HITs] the really big players have business models that are dependent on them
having proprietary advantage... One of the biggest things we’re fighting is this vendor
proprietary advantage issue... And it’s just a big battle, and any CIO knows it, they want
vendors, they want technologies to interoperate better, but there are technological
limitations and just institutional advantages for the vendors not to play nice.
Absent any standards–setting body for hospital IT or any regulation of vendors, technology companies
have no incentive to “play nice” and make their systems work with other hospital hardware or software,
whether databases, networks, or interfaces. The result may be systems that intensify labor for RTLS users
and distract them from their care–related tasks, as one nurse confessed:
Just the fact that we have a lot of different systems, you know? That’s not a benefit... you
have to work hard to make the system work for you and then I think the other thing that’s
frustrating is [that] these systems are supposed to make our care more efficient and right
now that’s not how we’re feeling.
When RTLS are perceived by front–line workers as interfering with health care delivery, which is of
course not the case for everyone, then support and adoption will remain low and surveillance functions
thereby attenuated.8
Material Constraints
The success or failure of technologies must always be understood in relation to the contexts within which
they operate. An important contextual dimension of hospitals is the space itself, the unique materialities
and histories of buildings, the infrastructures that assert practical orders, and built forms that entrain
human emotions, relations, and identities (Andrews and Kitchin 2005; Lindsay 1988; Martin 2000).
Hospitals can date back hundreds of years, with countless renovations that become obscured or entirely
forgotten over time. Older buildings present special challenges for infrastructure alteration, ranging from
electrical insufficiencies, to impermeable firewalls and lead–lined rooms, to dangerous asbestos
insulation. These challenges can be amplified by the need to maintain a sterile environment for hospital
patients.
6 This can be the case as well with tags that are programmed to send out signals only when they are moving. If they do not often
move, then long battery life and the potential for accuracy can coexist, but if they do move frequently, which is the presumption
upon which RTLS is based, then the batteries will deplete rapidly.
7 A related category of technical concerns and constraints with RTLS has to do with potential health risks introduced by the
systems. A 2008 study published in the Journal of the American Medical Association reported, for instance, that RFID systems
had been shown to induce electromagnetic interference in medical devices, which could cause serious medical complications and
endanger patients (van der Togt et al. 2008). In reference to that study, informants told us that they had witnessed radio
frequency signals interfering with the settings of certain patient ventilators that did not have sufficient shielding against radio
waves.
8 Based on our site visits to hospitals, we found a much higher level of satisfaction with and use of RTLS when the systems were
utilized for inventory-tracking alone and operated exclusively by “materials management” and/or “biomedical engineering”
departments that are not directly involved in patient care.
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Wiring hospitals for RTLS detectors is no easy matter. A few buildings afford additions of this sort with
interstitial spaces between floors, where workers can introduce more network wires to the already teeming
snakes of cable. Most sites are not so accommodating. Once one does wire and install RTLS detectors,
power them, connect them to existing or new servers, and so on, then the RF, ultrasound, or other signals
can be inconstant because of different building materials. A technologist at an older hospital related:
Okay, so you saw that it’s a hodgepodge of build–on situations where we started with a
building from 1928 and then we built on again in the 70s and we built on again in the 90s
and so you’ve got different building code construction. So that changes the variability in
those RFID readers to pick up those, those actual radio waves.
A frequent story we heard was that IT personnel and engineers never suspected that there were so many
lead–shielded rooms at their hospital sites until they solved the mystery of why signals (from tags) would
inexplicably vanish in certain parts of the hospital:
If you go into older buildings, there’s often some buildings that have lead lining and it’s
not just where you think they are. Like for example in imaging suites, in the cath labs
[catheterization laboratories] come to mind. But there’s often other rooms that are lead–
lined as well because that’s where they usually, if they deliver isotope type of treatments
that has to be in a lead–lined room and it took us a little bit to find out where those are
because we have two rooms in this hospital that most people didn’t know about, so again
I had to go back to somebody that has been here since the building opened that
remembered, to get us that information because otherwise things [items with RTLS tags]
go in there, they’re lost.
It is often the case that spaces resist effective RTLS implementation in these unexpected ways, such that
they frustrate aspirations to systematically track devices or people.
Building design also shapes individual practices and the flow of bodies through space. Because
administrators and technologists do not share the same vantage point of nurses, patient transporters, or
other front–line staff, they often make wrong assumptions about how people and things move through
hospitals, and this leads to design oversights on their part. The following story from a biomedical engineer
offers a telling illustration of how different positionalities create blind spots for engineers implementing
RTLS:
We were wiring the place and you know being an engineer you think you can figure out
everything, right? So we kind of looked at the schematics of the building, we laid out
about you know, for going to the cath lab we wanted to just do portal activity because
that’s where a lot of our pacers go. So I thought I covered all the entryways. So I’m like
you know this is all the entryways on this. You know, I know the hospital pretty well;
I’ve been here for a while, so I said let me ask one of the transporters. So I’m walking
down the pike [and] I see Fred.9 I say, “Hey Fred do you have a second?” He said, “Sure
James.” I said, “You know can I show you this plan we’re doing?” He looked at it [and]
he said to me, “James, very, very smart but that’s not the way we go.” And I’m like,
“Well how do you mean?” He said, “James at night that’s not the way I go because I have
to quickly send the patient down there, rush back upstairs to take another patient. Let me
show you where we go.” And he proceeded to take me where, I was like okay, egg all
over my face, right? So he walks down to this back alley and that’s where they take
9 Pseudonyms are used in all quotes to preserve the confidentiality of interviewees.
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patients. So we had to kind of quickly go back and rewire for this back alleyway because
that’s where things would come in and come out without us capturing it.
There is a compulsion to track inventory or people in every conceivable hospital location, but that is more
difficult than it seems. RTLS tags frequently fall off, disappear with devices down laundry or trash chutes,
move through back hallways and freight elevators, leave through the morgue when patients die, or depart
the facility for reasons other than theft, such as patients going outside to smoke or patients being
transported to other medical facilities while on tagged stretchers, in tagged wheelchairs, or hooked up to
tagged IV stands. Hospitals are fluid, mutable, and porous environments that defy the aspirations of total
control that might align better with more sealed and secured spaces.
Financial Constraints
Just as global economic crises have the potential to slow the “surge” of surveillance and security
commitments in police and intelligence sectors (Murakami Wood 2009), so too do financial constraints
hinder the widespread or full–scale adoption of hospital RTLS. With hospitals, however, pressing
economic difficulties are constant at most facilities, and the dual missions of patient care and financial
solvency leave little room for expenditures on systems not proven to further one or both of those missions.
The costs can be extreme too. The hard–wired components of systems can run $50,000 to $100,000 for
each hospital department, and hospitals tend to have many departments, so the cost may be a million
dollars or more. Inventory tags containing batteries can run $50 to $70 per tag, potentially for thousands of
items, although some tags are significantly less than this. Basic disposable tags for patients are around $9
a piece, which will be a recurring expense for hospitals, some of which see thousands of patients a month.
Then, of course, many of the systems do not come with software to run them, or the software is inadequate
for the needs of hospitals, so that must be purchased and implemented separately. Additionally, hardware
and software require constant maintenance and troubleshooting, even if a site is able to get it up and
running satisfactorily and convince staff and others to use it.
With the burden of cost and the questionable efficacy of RTLS, hospital administrators and others can
have a difficult time convincing their organizations to purchase these systems. This is especially the case
when other needs are perceived as being more pressing or more likely to provide a “return on investment”
(ROI). One physician framed it this way: “Maybe it would be nice [to have these systems], but it all has to
cost tons of money, you know, and sometimes it’s like maybe that money might be better spent on who
knows, basic services for people. Or more staff because the nurses are so overloaded.” And when it comes
to solvency, most hospital administrators believe they can discern quite clearly what investments will be
sure bets. An administrator at a large urban hospital reflected:
The [RTLS] technology is there. The cost, though, is also there. And there are many
places that want to have the technology but can’t afford to have technology or don’t think
they can afford it. Or they have a choice: Either we do technology or we build a new
wing where we have more capacity. They usually choose the capacity because the
capacity brings them more money. Buying new technology does not bring in more
money. Buying new technology brings in efficiency, which in your ROI, return on
investment, you hope brings in more finances.
It can be the case that hospitals decide to implement RTLS in a top–down manner, usually under the
direction of technology–oriented CEOs or CIOs, who were referred to by our informants as
“visionaries.”10 More often, though, hospital departments operate somewhat independently in their pursuit
10 A common strategy used by RTLS vendors is to offer to “pilot” their system in a hospital or a hospital department either “free
of charge” or at a discounted rate. This serves a dual purpose of getting the vendor’s foot in the door at a given hospital and
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of new technological systems. They can strike up relationships with vendors and petition for the hospital
to offer financial support for RTLS, but departments are their own, often atomized, organizational entities
that oversee their own budgets and are managed by their own chairpersons or directors. This can introduce
difficulties when departments want to advocate for hospital–wide systems. A business director of a large
hospital related:
Our clinical engineering supervisor here tried to make it a mandated thing, every piece of
new equipment comes in has a tag on it. We’re like, “Great, that’s wonderful. We would
love to have that. Who’s gonna pay for it?” And he’s like, “Well, the departments.” Well,
you can’t mandate something that the departments have to pay for [so that system was not
implemented].
Hospital administrators can also be judgmental of departments that claim the RTLS are necessary;
administrators can see this as a sign that the departments are not being run appropriately. As one
proponent for RTLS for inventory tracking explained:
It was just better to spend [money] on more critical things... [With RTLS] you’re
spending money to solve a problem that really shouldn’t be a problem if you’re managing
correctly and staff are not losing equipment, and things like that. That’s what made it a
difficult sell [for us]... It’s almost like you’re throwing money at a problem that can be
managed or should be able to be managed in a different way that shouldn’t cost you any
money. And so, it’s sometimes a difficult sell because what you want to say is, “Instead
of spending $50,000 to put in a system for a department, just don’t lose your stuff.”
Advocates for RTLS are well aware of the difficulties of convincing others to invest in these systems and
– aside from technology vendors – are largely sympathetic to the arguments against RTLS in hospitals, as
the above quote illustrates. There was a strong sense that these systems might be appealing but ultimately
unnecessary or redundant, especially for the tracking of people. One director of an ED at a large urban
hospital, for instance, was enthusiastic about new dashboard systems for monitoring patients and their care
but did not see how RTLS could improve the efficiency or awareness of his staff:
When you got patients lining the walls, lining everywhere, yelling and screaming, you
know, three of them in this room, I don’t need an electronic system to tell me I’m up to
my ass in alligators, I mean, I kind of know it!
One of the ways in which vendors convince administrators that the systems will deliver ROI is through the
automation of billing. As mentioned above, the idea behind this is that if a patient comes in contact with a
hospital technician, device, drug, or so on, a software–based dynamic association can be made whereby
that person or that person’s insurance company is billed for that service. This was described to us as one
of the holy grails of hospital–based RTLS. One administrator explained this approach by invoking a
compelling television commercial he had seen:
I think the best commercial was about IBM when that gruffy looking guy who was
stealing all the food and he walks out and he [the clerk] says, “Oh sorry, you forgot your

cultivating advertising opportunities (i.e., vendors can claim that their systems are being used at well-known and reputable
hospitals, and they can identify those hospitals by name in their advertising brochures or sales pitches to other sites). Vendors
hope that once some of their hardware and/or software is deployed at a given hospital that that site will turn to the same vendor
should they choose to expand the system. This approach can backfire too: one hospital we visited was relocating to an entirely
new facility and was planning on working with a different RTLS company for the new building because of their frustration with
the piloted system and its company.
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receipt!” That’s what I want. All that other stuff, the patient leaves, chink! There’s the
bill! That’ll work!
Unfortunately, at the few sites we visited where such dynamic associations were being made in
conjunction with RTLS, the functions simply did not work. Instead, they introduced serious headaches for
staff and patients who were unable to alter the billing records to correct mistakes.
As should be apparent by now, the various constraints or complications with the adoption of RTLS in
hospitals overlap and reinforce one another. Without proven efficacy or return on investment, most
hospitals will have a difficult time justifying the implementation of costly and potentially disruptive
systems, particularly in materially and organizationally challenging environments. Moreover, when the
systems lend the appearance of surveillance, they are especially prone to encountering resistance on the
organizational level, to which we now turn in the next section.
Cultural Constraints
The organizational cultures of hospitals are powerful agents of social regulation. While they may vary
significantly from site to site and country to country, they clearly shape professional roles and identities,
modes of interaction, status relationships, and philosophies and practices of care (van der Geest and
Finkler 2004; Weinberg 2003). The success of new technologies in hospitals depends in large part on their
harmonization with existing organizational cultures. If systems are perceived as infringing upon existing
territory, intensifying or complicating work, not serving patient care, or negatively altering power
relations, they will likely meet with resistance, either overt or covert, or both (Koppel et al. 2008;
Timmons 2003). Hospital real–time location systems are no exception to this rule.
A combination of territoriality, competing agendas, and scarce resources explains typical forms of cultural
opposition to RTLS. Sometimes different departments in the same hospital have ties to different
technology vendors, or even have partnerships or other financial stakes in the success of certain vendors.
For instance, some administrators or physicians may “consult” for vendors or sit on the board of directors
for technology companies. It would make sense, therefore, that such hospital personnel would oppose
systems that they saw as competing with their own personal or financial interests. At other times
resistance occurs because of competing goals, such as materials–management departments wanting to
track inventory and clinicians wanting to track patients. Information technology or information science
departments also have a stake in the systems being considered; we saw instances where IT personnel
insisted on systems using existing WiFi networks, so that their initial labor would be minimized, and
instances where they demanded that RTLS use different networks altogether, so that RTLS signals would
not compromise existing network functionality. In other cases, nursing staff would remove and not replace
patient armband tags if these tags impeded administering IV treatments to patients. There was even one
example in which the chairperson of an emergency department ordered the removal of RTLS detectors
from the department because he felt that they were not aesthetically pleasing.
Much more colorful forms of resistance included selective noncompliance and outright sabotage on the
part of hospital employees. Nurses can engage in what administrators refer to as “workarounds” to
circumvent RTLS functions that increase their labor (Koppel et al. 2008). Removing tags from equipment
is one way that nurses maintain their own inventory (in closets, behind ceiling tiles, or in plain sight)
without coming under scrutiny of those running the RTLS system, presuming that managing inventory
with RTLS is not the job of nurses. Similarly, as was mentioned earlier, nursing staff and others
sometimes remove tags from patients when discharging them, and this confounds automated bed–
management systems and reduces nurses’ workload. Whether intentional sabotage or not, RTLS detectors
are sometimes unplugged and not plugged back in, which skews locational readings even further and
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provides additional discouragement for people to use the systems. Practices of this sort aggravate vendors
to the point where they lose their composure, as the following passage shows:
Interviewer: I see the “Do not remove” written right across the top there [on a detector]. I
mean, to what extent is that really a problem?
Vendor: So, what we’ve done on the next version is we would actually put a metal strip
here and here [on either side of the detector], and when you grab it to pull it out of the
socket, it shocks the crap out of you so you let go.
While this vendor was not serious about designing a technological fix to harm people if they tampered
with the equipment, he recognized that the success of his company depended on demonstrating locational
reliability and that the everyday tasks of cleaning staff, repair persons, and others threatened the
performance and therefore hospital personnel’s perceptions of his company’s products.
Intentional sabotage occurs too. For instance, in a group interview with staff at a hospital that had a fully
functioning system for inventory tracking, they reminisced about the failed attempt to track security staff
at the hospital:
They wouldn’t wear them [the tags]. Didn’t like them. They wouldn’t wear them. So you
have to decide, what are your policies? Is it a condition of employment? Is it something
that you’re going to get disciplinary action for? Are you going to track me to the
bathroom? Yeah. The system that we’re using… because it’s in limited production, the
costs are pretty high. We’re somewhere between 40 and 50 dollars a tag. Do I put out that
money and then somebody puts it [the tag] in the flower pot? Which is where I’m finding
them, up in the ceiling [and] in the flower pot. They didn’t want to be tracked. They
thought that every move they made was being tracked… The individual officers stopped
wearing their tags one by one. No, they wore their tags. They broke them. They put them
in water. They did everything to destroy them and kept them on [to disguise the fact that
they were being noncompliant].
We also heard of several instances of nurses destroying both inventory–tracking and staff–tracking RTLS
tags. With a few exceptions, physicians would use their higher status positions to simply refuse to wear
locational tags. Hospital administrators, it should be noted, were simply never asked to wear tags, at least
not in any of the hospitals we studied.
When administrators trying to deploy RTLS meet with such forms of resistance, they tend to conclude that
it is simply not worth the effort to implement the systems. This holds true especially when the intention is
to track people, but it can also be the case when the objective is to track equipment. In one example, RTLS
was implemented in part to take automated temperature readings in refrigerators containing temperature–
sensitive substances or materials (e.g., blood, breast milk, body parts, drugs, blankets). We quote at length
the following interview passage about the destruction of temperature readers in refrigerators because it
communicates the profound sense of frustration that administrators can feel as a result of technology
sabotage, which in turn can bring about a sense of apathy on their part:
Administrator: We went to turn it [the RFID system] on and hundreds of devices were
ripped out already. So people thought we were listening to them, so they unscrewed the
little antennas, they were ripping the probes out of the equipment.
Interviewer: So they saw the antennas and presumed it was audio recording?
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Administrator: Yeah, even though we communicated it, yes, audio, motion tracking… So
I think what it probably was, was just a few of the paranoid–type people on each shift that
may or may not have been directly involved with that function [of taking temperature
readings], just saying, “Oh what’s that? Are they listening to you” and then you get
somebody talking about a conspiracy theory... So they were like, “You know, they’re
probably just trying to figure out if they should fire some of us and what we’re doing,”
and, I mean, pretty bad. So we actually, when we go up there, these antennas now are
super–glued, screwed in and bolted down… Unless you make it completely invisible and
you don’t talk about it, staff are going to rip the devices off, even if you put them on the
beds. They don’t care if they’re really never gonna have to look for a bed again or they
know when they have to replace the bed, the point is they’re attached to the bed and
there’s some kind of thought process that’s saying, “They’re gonna know what I’m doing
because I’m associated with this bed or this IV pump.” It’s a complete failure [the RFID
system], right, you know? I mean I’ve sunk $300,000 on it... So that’s the snapshot of 5
years of pain.
While not many hospital sites gave us such detailed stories about their “failures,” many confessed that
they anticipated opposition, particularly to the “Big Brother” associations with staff tracking, and decided
not to implement those systems or those components of RTLS. An administrator at one university hospital
whose nurses belong to a union explained: “No, we can’t tag nurses. We are a union facility. We’d have to
get union approval to tag staff, same with our techs and everything. That’s just a battle we wouldn’t want
to try.” In this case, the culture of the hospital is shaped by explicit workers’ rights and collective
bargaining agreements that make getting permission to do surveillance of this sort too arduous. Most other
hospitals conclude that staff tracking does not have a sufficient clinical goal to justify the effort – it would
just be tracking for tracking’s sake:
[Nurses] didn’t want somebody tracking them and they thought when they went to the
restroom or when they went on break [they would be tracked]. And what we tried to say
[is], “It’s only within certain locations and it’s only related [to workflow].” ... We at the
end of the day said, “It’s really not worth fighting [for], ‘cause what would we use this
data for?”
In a slightly different register, some administrators equate the need for staff tracking with the admission of
some sort of personnel or management problem: “You can get a system, a name–based system that tracks
your employees, but you know if you’re not having a problem with your employees, why do you need to
track them?” Framed in this way, RTLS loses its allure because few hospitals or hospital departments
would ever want to admit – at least not publicly – that they have problems managing personnel.
Organizational cultures can significantly impede RTLS in hospitals. Some of the forms of resistance
covered in this section could be understood as counter–surveillance practices on the part of hospital staff
to the data imperatives and control efforts of hospital administrators. As with resistance to surveillance in
other domains, tactical efforts by people occupying lower status positions may be more about challenging
issues of power asymmetry than with contesting threats to privacy (Gilliom 2001; Monahan 2006). This
would certainly better explain the sabotage of RTLS tags on equipment or the circumvention of bed–
management systems. Because administrators did their best to keep us from front–line users of RTLS
systems and because front–line workers were largely suspicious of us as outside researchers, we were
unable to document actual saboteurs’ rationales for destroying tracking equipment. Similar to the Luddites
of 19th century England (Winner 1977), though, hospital employees are certainly not anti–technology:
apparently only the systems that are perceived of as threatening or impinging upon the livelihood of
nurses or other staff are being dismantled or circumvented. Surveillance–capable systems that introduce
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dissonances with existing, if ever–mutating, organizational cultures, are often deemed simply not worth
the trouble of implementing.
Conclusion
Regardless of domain of study, it is important to document and theorize existing constraints upon and
absences of surveillance. Otherwise there is a risk that Surveillance Studies scholars will succumb to – and
thereby reify – a type of technological determinism, perhaps imposing this framework upon their data. The
Surveillance Studies community is astute at deconstructing myths of technological determinism when
police, politicians, media representatives, or technology vendors claim that surveillance and security
devices are necessary and inevitable (e.g., Andrejevic 2007; Samatas 2004; Wilson and Sutton 2004).
Drawing upon the sociology of scientific knowledge, we would like to suggest that a kind of
methodological “symmetry” and “reflexivity” is in order (Bloor 1991), whereby scholars similarly
challenge their own assumptions about the surveillance potentials of new technologies.11 This is not an
attack, not by any means; instead it is more of a confession. In our project on hospital real–time location
systems, we were looking for surveillance and convinced that we would find rampant cases of it. There
certainly were disturbing instances of surveillance, some with harsh disciplinary actions associated with
them, but the totality of our data suggested something perhaps more interesting and inspiring: tenacious
obstacles to surveillance.
In this paper we identified four areas of obduracy facing hospital RTLS: technical, material, financial, and
cultural. The primary technical constraint is that the systems simply do not work as promised, at least not
yet, to reliably track equipment or people in hospitals. Hospital buildings themselves resist alteration on
the material level: finite space for new systems limits what can be deployed, and the ways in which people
move through these complex spaces are not always intuitive. The cost of RTLS also impedes their
widespread deployment, especially given their indirect and sometimes tenuous connection to improved
patient care or financial gain. Finally, organizational cultures introduce significant hurdles to the
successful use of new systems; these constraints can range from interdepartmental competitiveness, to
general non–compliance, to outright sabotage. Obviously these four dimensions are intended to serve as a
heuristic for categorization and analysis, but they definitely overlap and reinforce one another. In other
research settings, it might be more appropriate to use different and/or additional categories.
In conclusion, we affirm that it is imperative to continue to flag the many surveillance potentials of new
technological systems, including their propensity for mission creep, automation, or convergence with
other systems. At the same time, we recognize that there are many reasons for systems to fail, and
sometimes there is more rigidity than momentum when it comes to surveillance. Thus, the future may not
be as dire as much scholarship in the field implies; we may not be moving toward a “society of control”
after all, or at least not as rapidly or inexorably as some fear (e.g., O'Harrow 2005; Parenti 2003). What
we have done in this paper is try to call attention to some of the forms of friction that surveillance systems
may encounter. Generally speaking, resistance to surveillance may find more success if and when it draws
upon existing forms of everyday obduracy in specific contexts, be they national, cultural, organizational,
or otherwise.

11 Technically speaking, under the Strong Programme of the sociology of scientific knowledge (SSK), our mobilization of
“symmetry” here is actually a conflation of two SSK tenets: impartiality and symmetry. We are advocating for impartiality with
respect to analyses of the success or failure of surveillance-capable systems and symmetry with regard to explanations for why
certain systems succeed while others fail. However, we are not suggesting that social science research can be value neutral,
which is why taking reflexivity seriously would require attention to one’s own politics and interests and to the values and reward
structures that govern one’s field (Chubin and Restivo 1983; Hess 1997).
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